Two-dimensional correlation study of uniaxially drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) films by using attenuated total reflection based dynamic compression modulation step-scan fourier transform infrared in combination with spectral simulation analysis by density functional theory.
Attenuated total reflection (ATR) based dynamic compression modulation two-dimensional (2D) correlation studies of uniaxially drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films have been performed in combination with spectral simulation analysis by density functional theory (DFT). The dynamic 2D infrared (IR) correlation spectra in the region of the CCO stretching mode vibrations show four distinct correlation peaks located around 1290, 1265, 1248, and 1234 cm(-1). These bands can be clearly assigned to the combination bands or coupling modes of the CH in-plane bend of the benzene ring or the CH(2) deformation of the ethylene glycol unit, as well as CCO stretching vibrations, which are gauche conformer's characteristic bands, by DFT analysis. The sequential analysis of 2D correlation data shows that, upon applying the dynamic compression, the response of the side chain regions (ester groups) occurs first, followed by that of the backbone regions (benzene rings). The ATR based dynamic compression modulation 2D correlation spectroscopy in combination with DFT analysis can be a powerful tool for various polymer characterizations.